The method of estimating a confidence interval (CI) for the required sample size, , described in section 2.4 of Royston (2018), is incorrect. It does not account properly for uncertainty in the estimated power of the combined test at each of the candidate sample sizes specified in the n(numlist) option. The result is that CIs for the estimated sample size may be misleadingly narrow.
As before, the revised version of power_ct documented here uses simulation to estimate the power, , of the combined test at the suggested sample sizes, . The relation
between probit transformed power, Φ −1 (), and square root transformed sample size, √ , is still assumed.
Let   be the number of simulations specified in simulate() and  ∈ [0   ] be the number of simulation samples in which the combined test rejects the null hypothesis with a given . Previously, parameters  0 and  1 and their variance-covariance matrix were estimated by ordinary least squares regression of the inverse probit of the estimated power,  =   , on √ . The required sample size,   , for the target power,  0 , was determined by inversion and backtransformation of (1), giving
A delta-method, normal-based confidence interval for   was found by using nlcom, for example nlcom ((invnormal('omega0')
Rather than using OLS regresssion, an appropriate way to estimate  0 and  1 in (1) and their covariance matrix is by probit regression for grouped data (bprobit) of  on √ , with binomial denominator   . As of Stata 14, bprobit is no longer developed or supported by StataCorp. The recommended method of fitting standard or grouped probit models is glm. Here, I would code something like glm r sqrtn, family(binomial 'simulate') link(probit). After model estimation, nlcom can be run exactly as before to get   and its CI.
I now revisit the three examples given in sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 of Royston (2018) . Table  1 While   is little affected by the method of estimation, its CI may change considerably. Writing informally, while I would accept   ' 643 with a CI of (631 654) in example 1, it is clear that (370 433) is too wide in example 2; in other words, the correct, probit-based CI shows that sample size is not yet sufficiently precisely estimated for   to be acceptable. Given the probit results in table 1, it makes sense to refine the values initially supplied in n(), for example by using the current point estimate of  and its CI.
The changes made to power_ct are (i) to replace OLS regression with probit regression using glm, and (ii) to update the help file entry for option n(numlist). The update is version 1.2.0.
